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Make up water meaning in english

(meɪkʌp wɔtər) name (Chemical engineering: Drying and evaporation) As pure water evaporates from the tower, pure water is replaced by make-up water. With each passage through the system, a little water is sprayed, so a little makeup water is needed. Make-up water is water that is added to compensate for losses,
especially losses caused by evaporation. COBUILD keywords for chemical engineering. Copyright © HarperCollins Publishers Source Definition of Makeup Water from Collins' Collins English Dictionary New by Collins Sign up for our newsletter Get the latest news and access exclusive updates and offer Sign Me Up a
New Hope for New Year's Eve is traditionally when we stare firmly forward in hope, having looked back on the year just ended. Which, despite the negatives, has seen a healthy increase in good neighborliness and kindness as demonstrated, for example, by caremongering. Read more About food for thought this
Christmas, I don't know about you, but I'm already salivating at the prospect of Christmas food. The first pains begin in early December with the nostalgia rush I get on spotting dinky net mixed bags of nuts for sale. Read more Eight Gaelic words from the Collins English Dictionary English is a language that has seen its
vocabulary shaped and influenced by many neighbouring languages around the world over time... including some who are a little closer to home. Read more Collins English Dictionary Apps Download our English Dictionary apps - available for iOS and Android. Read more Collins Dictionaries for Schools Our new online
dictionaries for schools provide a safe and appropriate environment for children. And best of all is the free ad, so sign up now and start using it at home or in the classroom. Read more Word Lists We have nearly 200 word lists of topics as varied as types of butterflies, jackets, currencies, vegetables and knots! Surprise
your friends with your new acquaintances! Read more Join the Collins community All the latest wordy news, language insights, offers and contests every month. Read more about The Water Makeup Translate as you type world-leading quality Drag and drop documents Translate now 1. n. [Drilling Fluids] Adding water to
maintain or dilute a water mud system. The added water can be fresh water, seawater or salt water, if any for the mud. The volume of makeup water is an important parameter in controlling the balance of materials on solid content and solid removal efficiency for a mud system. The amount of dilution has a strong
influence the economy of the mud. If fresh makeup water is needed, treatments to remove hardness ions should be done before adding water to the mud to avoid clay flocculation and polymer precipitation. Synonyms: Dilution Water See: calcium test, chloride test, clay-water interaction, hard water, hardness ion, material
balance equation, native solids mud, peptized clay, seawater mud, total hardness test An alarm must be provided to stop grey water recycling system if disinfectant levels are not maintained at the required levels. C101.8 Make-up water. Make-up water systems must be equipped with a warning mechanism that warns the
user of a failure of the input control valve to close properly. Make-up water must be provided for all nonpotable water supply systems. This socket is often referred to as main drain or aspiration output. b) Make-up water refers to the fresh water used to fill or fill the pool. (c) multiport valve refers to a valve for various filtering
operations, which combines in one (1) unit the function of two (2) or more single-flow valves. Make-up water must be introduced into the solution pots by an air break or other approved method, in order to prevent rear siphoning. From the Longman Dictionary of Contemporary Englishmake to the verb phrasal1 form/be



make up somethingCONSIST OF/BE MADE OFBE to combine to form something syn constitute Women represent only a small part of the prison population.be made up of something The committee is made up of representatives from all states. You say: Oxygen accounts for about 20% of the atmosphere. ✗T say:
oxygen represents about 20% of the atmosphere.- However, the participatory form that consist is often used: customers under 25 are important, which represents a quarter of the total.2 Pretend that something is true to do something ↔ upINVENT to pretend that something is true in order to deceive someone, I think they
do the whole thing. → invented(1) 3 invent doing something ↔ up to produce a new story, song, game, etc. thinking Nick made a song about them. When you're the boss, you can make your own rules. I've given interviews so many times that now I've just caught up with them that I'm going along (thinking about things to
say I'm talking about).4 Prepare to do something ↔ upPREPARE to prepare something by mixing things up or put things together, I could make a bed for you on the couch. Can you make a bottle of milk for the baby? 5 someone's faceDCB make someone ↔ to put makeup (special colored substances) on someone's
face in order to make them look better or different They did it like an old man for the last act of the play. A lucky winner will have the chance to be masked and photographed. Do not use the verb make-up when talking about putting makeup on your own face. Say you put on (your) makeup. → compound (2) 6
number/amount do something ↔ especially British englishcomplete to add to an amount in order to level it that is I saved as much as I could, and my parents did the rest. The company will be forced to pay $6 million to make the difference.7 Time/work do something ↔ upEQUAL to work at times when you're not used to
working, because you haven't done as much work as you should I'm trying to make up for the time I wasted while I was sick. Is it OK if I do the work until next week?8 friends (also do it) informalFRIEND to friendly with someone again after you had an argument with Have you done with Patty yet? Come on! Why don't you
kiss and get caught? 9 fabric do something ↔ upDL to produce something of the fabric by cutting and sewing the dress had been made to its exact.make something requirements ↔ up in I intend to make this material up in a dress. → make your decision → do→ See Table-top tableexamples up to - You don't have to tell
him why, I've given him my name, and then made a phone number with a Los Angeles area code. that Mary made her decision to go. I think he believes it, but I'm not sure it's true. - Ecosystems in the wild are made of patches. If you don't have to pay enough for it, I can make a difference. Did you do it yourself? Be
composed of something - The certificate is composed of a range of foundation units with specialized options. Atoms and Molecules. , it can only flourish in the context of other people. If not, why not turn to men who leave school to make a difference? state pensions would be reduced. , but the private system must then
ensure that they make at least the difference. The University of Maryland system could provide that, but Maryland taxpayers should not make a difference; federal taxpayers should do so. kissing and making-up - I think they're just fighting because they like to kiss and make-up. on the contrary, it brought him into action.
Hair and beauty, Theatre, Schoolldoce_213_emake-up-up-up, makeup /ˈmeɪkʌp/ 'name 1 for your face [incalculable]DCBAPT colored substances that are put on your face to improve or change your appearance, I don't usually wear a lot of makeup. → make up 12 people in a [singular] GROUP GROUP OF PEOPLE
GROUP OF CHOSES The makeup of a group or team is the combination of people who are in itmake-up We should change the mature of the team.3 → someone's makeup test4 [counting] (also make-up test) EnglishSES American a test you take at school 'were not able to pass a previous
testCOLLOCATIONSverbswear makeupThey are not allowed to wear makeup to school.have makeup on (wear makeup)She had no makeup on.use makeupIt rarely uses make-up.put on makeup (also apply formal makeup)Gloria looked at her mother put on her make-up.do your makeup (put on makeup)I'll do your
makeup for you , if you want to remove the makeup (also remove the formal makeup)Remove the makeup from the eyes gently, using a cotton ball.touch /fix your makeup (put a little more makeup after some have gone off)She went into the bathroom to touch her makeup (accidentally scrubbing so that it spreads to
areas where you do not want) Grace wiped her eyes, ADJECTIFS/NOUN - makeup makeup (A lot of makeup) a girl in high heels and heavy makeup She wore far too much makeup for the eyes.stage make-up (very thick makeup worn by the actors in the plays) the stage makeup elaborated for 'The Lion King'pancake
make-up (very thick make-up worn by the actors)His face was covered by thick crepe make-up.make-up - NOUNa make-up artist (someone whose job is to put makeup on actors, people appearing on TV, etc.)the chief makeup artist on the film THESAURUSmake-up colored substances that are put on your face to
enhance or change your appearanceI don't usually wear a lot of make-up.cosmetics creams, powders, etc. that you use on your face and body in order to look more attractivea range of cosmetics and toiletlipstick items a substance you use to add color to your lips , in the form of a small stickIt wore bright red
lipstick.eyeshadow color cream or powder you put on your eyelid something you use to add a color line on the edges of your eyelids to make your eyes look bigger or more noticeablemascara a dark substance that you use to color your eyelashes and make them thicker (also American English blush, old-fashioned red)
cream or red or pink powder used to make your cheeks look a little more pinkfoundation a cream of the same color as your skin that you put on your face before the rest of your makeup Examples of the Corpusmake-up He noticed the clever makeup, elegant hair style. , make-up, speeches, public, answers and, of
course, the policies were all decided for him. Tell the reader a lot about his emotional make-up. He is faithful, obedient and ready to work. From Longman Business Dictionarymake up to something phrasing verb [transitional]1 to combine together to form a particular total or resultPlastic bags now account for 60% of all
bags used in grocery stores.2 To prepare somethingIour accountant will make your accounts and prepare your tax return. → do→ see the verb table
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